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Executive Summary: 
 
Twenty-eight states have passed Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) enabling legislation 
but most – including Texas – do not have fully operational PACE programs.  In some instances, 
this failure of PACE law to translate into concrete action may be due to drafting defects or to 
evolving PACE best practices that have rendered early-adopted laws obsolescent.  In other 
instances, it may stem from the chilling effect of actions by mortgage regulators. 
 
In March 2013, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals resolved the last of a series of legal 
challenges against mortgage regulators, establishing a period of at least temporary regulatory 
stability.  Meanwhile, PACE supporters have continued to trumpet the investment and 
environmental opportunities in commercial, industrial and multifamily real estate retrofits.  
Several states have tried to capture these tailwinds by adopting or amending PACE statutes in 
ways that facilitate non-residential PACE and incorporate lessons learned from pilot programs 
and recent policy debates. 
 
Texas is such a state.  Bills introduced this legislative session – S.B. 385 and H.B. 1094 – would 
reconfigure PACE statutes first enacted in 2009 by expanding PACE to encompass water 
conservation and steering financing toward commercial, industrial and multifamily properties.  If 
they pass, the bills could serve as a blueprint for other states that either have not passed PACE 
legislation or have PACE laws on the books that have yet to spawn actual PACE programs.  
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Introduction:   
 
Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE)1 allows property owners to voluntarily subject their 
properties to tax assessments.  The assessments are similar to those historically used to pay for 
public projects like sidewalks or streetlights2 but instead finance conservation improvements on 
privately owned property.   
 
PACE was pioneered in the late 2000s and quickly captivated environmental policymakers.  The 
Department of Energy distributed PACE seed grants3 and the White House identified PACE as a 
key pillar of its strategy for stimulating economic activity by making American buildings more 
energy efficient.4  In three years, more than half of the states and the District of Columbia passed 
PACE enabling legislation.  
 
PACE was appealing in part because it was designed to overcome certain market barriers to 
efficiency improvements by securing financings with senior tax liens5 on the titles of improved 
properties. Although senior liens are a standard feature of conventional tax assessments, they 
roused the concerns of the mortgage industry, which feared that PACE liens would expose 
existing mortgage liens to greater risk.    
 
These concerns prompted the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) – the agency that 
regulates the secondary mortgage market – to issue a directive that effectively prohibited senior 
PACE liens on mortgaged single-family dwellings.  The move cast the future of PACE into 
doubt.  Local governments, environmental nonprofits, and energy efficiency businesses urged the 
FHFA to repeal its directive and lobbied Congress to pass superseding legislation.6  Eventually, 
PACE proponents filed several lawsuits against the FHFA, alleging the agency had violated the 
Administrative Procedure Act (APA).7  By March 2013, courts had rebuffed the last of these 
challenges and snuffed any lingering chances that PACE could be applied to residential projects 
on a broad scale.   
 
The FHFA intervention stunted the development of PACE programs.  Indeed, most of the states 
that had passed PACE enabling legislation never launched operational programs.  In some 
instances, this failure of PACE law to translate into concrete action may have been due to 
drafting defects or to evolving PACE best practices that rendered early-adopted laws 
obsolescent.  In other instances, it may have stemmed from the chilling effect of actions by 
residential mortgage regulators.  Nevertheless, while PACE was technically legal in much of the 
country, and several jurisdictions had launched well-capitalized PACE programs8, the 
overwhelming majority of states either had never approved PACE or had only paper tiger 
versions.   
 
In 2013, in response to a record-breaking drought, Texas legislators introduced numerous bills 
meant to promote water conservation, including a bill that would overhaul the PACE statutes the 
state originally adopted in 2009.  Sponsored by State Sen. John Carona, S.B. 385 would reorient 
PACE around non-residential property and expand it to allow financing for water conservation 
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improvements.  (Its companion bill is H.B. 1094, introduced by state Rep. Jim Keffer.)  The bill 
has attracted support from a much broader coalition than the state’s original PACE enabling 
legislation did, generating enthusiasm among industries and trade associations that had largely 
sat out earlier PACE discussions.  
 
In this white paper, the Center for Global Energy, International Arbitration and Environmental 
Law uses S.B. 385 as a springboard for discussing the state of PACE.  The first part explains the 
mechanics of PACE.  The second part reviews PACE litigation.  The third part recaps the formal 
PACE rulemaking the FHFA undertook in 2012 as a result of the litigation.  The fourth part 
discusses the concurrent developments in PACE state law and best practices.  The fifth part 
explores that ways that S.B. 385 builds upon these trends could serve as a model for other states 
interested in enacting or revising PACE statutes. 
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Part I – How PACE Works 
 
PACE was designed to address market barriers that discourage property owners from installing 
energy efficiency and renewable energy improvements.  Because many such improvements 
could save money over time, property owners have natural economic incentives to install them.  
But market barriers – like extended payback periods and lack of access to capital – bury or 
distort incentives.9   
 
In its most basic form, PACE has three principal features: 
 

1. PACE provides a property owner with upfront financing for a qualified improvement and 
allows the property owner to repay the debt over the life of the improvement.  Since 
improvements are supposed to reduce utility costs more than enough to cover repayment 
obligations, the improvements should prove cash flow positive.  
 

2. PACE secures a financing with a senior lien that runs with the property; if an owner 
transfers the property, the next owner inherits the debt.  Attaching the debt to the property 
reduces the risk that installing an improvement will cause a property owner to incur a loss 
by transferring before an improvement has fully repaid itself.  
 

3. An owner repays PACE debt through a line-item on property tax bills.  The debt would 
thus take the form of a tax assessment and not necessarily be considered part of a debt 
load that must be reported on balance sheets.  Additionally, because many leases allow 
landlords to pass taxes and utility charges through to tenants, landlords may hold tenants 
who receive the benefits of improvements responsible for the cost of the improvements.   
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Part II – FHFA Litigation 
 
In 2010, as PACE policies proliferated and the real estate market remained in the doldrums, 
mortgage regulators began raising concerns about PACE.  They claimed the senior status of 
PACE liens diminished the value of mortgage liens and shifted risks to mortgage holders.10  
They warned PACE improvements could perform worse than expected and fail to generate 
intended savings.  And they said PACE liens and even improvements could depress property 
prices and crimp transferability.  
 
These concerns came to a head in July 2010, when the FHFA issued a directive11 informing 
Fannie and Freddie Mac – two government sponsored enterprises (GSEs)12 that it regulates and 
that effectively control the secondary mortgage market – that PACE debts raised “significant 
safety and soundness concerns.”13  The agency explained that “[f]irst liens established by PACE 
loans are unlike routine tax assessments and pose unusual and difficult risk management 
challenges for lenders, servicers and mortgage securities investors. The size and duration of 
PACE loans exceed typical local tax programs and do not have the traditional community 
benefits associated with taxing initiatives.”14  The FHFA instructed the GSEs to address PACE 
programs by undertaking “actions that protect their safe and sound operations.”15   
 
Three other independent federal agencies – the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency,16 the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,17 and the National Credit Union Administration18 – 
issued similar letters.  These agency actions hobbled residential PACE lending and inspired 
seven court challenges – four in California, which were consolidated into a single proceeding,19 
two in New York20 and one in Florida.21   
 
Only the California case succeeded.  In it, the plaintiffs contended the FHFA failed to comply 
with the APA when it issued its PACE directive.22  The FHFA countered that it was not 
obligated to comply with the APA because it had acted as “conservator” rather than as a 
regulator at the time it issued the directive.23  As the court explained, the law that created the 
FHFA – the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 200824 – gave the agency regulatory 
authority over the GSEs25 and also authorized it to serve as a conservator26 for GSEs under 
certain circumstances.27  In September 2008, the FHFA director had determined the GSEs were 
undercapitalized and assumed conservatorship.  In July 2010, the agency was thus concurrently 
serving as both regulator and conservator.  But the directive did not specify in which capacity the 
agency was acting.   
 
In August 2012, the court sided with the plaintiffs and found that the FHFA had been acting as a 
regulator; as a result, the directive amounted to a new regulation that should have been 
promulgated according to formal APA procedures.28  In March 2013, the Ninth Circuit reversed 
the district court and joined the Second29 and Eleventh Circuits30 in holding that the FHFA acted 
as conservator.31   
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Part III – Rulemaking 
 
In August 2011, before publishing its decision, the California court issued a preliminary 
injunction requiring the FHFA to promulgate a PACE policy through APA notice-and-comment 
procedures.32  In response, the FHFA published an Advance Notice of Rulemaking in January 
2012 and sought comments on whether the restrictions set forth in the July 2010 directive and 
supplemental February 2011 guidance should be maintained in a new formal rule.33  The Ninth 
Circuit ultimately stayed the injunction34 but not before the FHFA received about 400 
substantive comments35 and, in June 2012, published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and 
Proposed Rule on PACE underwriting standards for the GSEs.36     
 
Environmental nonprofits,37 jurisdictions with PACE programs,38 affiliated politicians39 and 
businesses in the efficiency and renewable industry40 generally expressed support and assured 
that PACE would not subject the mortgage industry to heightened financial risks or impair the 
marketability of PACE-encumbered properties.  Real estate industry trade groups – such as the 
National Association of Realtors, National Association of Home Builders and the American 
Land Title Association – expressed doubts, particularly about first-lien PACE debt.   
 
After analyzing the arguments and evidence that both sides had presented, the FHFA concluded 
that “first-lien PACE programs would materially increase the financial risks borne by mortgage 
holders.”41 The agency proposed a three-pronged rule that would enshrine the substance of the 
July 2011 directive: 
 

1. The Enterprises shall immediately take such actions as are necessary to secure and/or 
preserve their right to make immediately due the full amount of any obligation 
secured by a mortgage that becomes, without the consent of the mortgage holder, 
subject to a first-lien PACE obligation.  Such actions may include, to the extent 
necessary, interpreting or amending the Enterprises’ Uniform Security Instruments. 
 

2. The Enterprises shall not purchase any mortgage that is subject to a first-lien PACE 
obligation. 

 
3. The Enterprises shall not consent to the imposition of a first-lien PACE obligation on 

any mortgage.42  
 
At a practical level, such a rule would have continued to limit the growth of residential PACE 
financing and perhaps created more complications than the directive since revising it would have 
required a new rulemaking.  The court-ordered rulemaking thus benefitted PACE only in as 
much as it galvanized supporters and exposed the agency to the possibility of further 
administrative challenges.43  In any event, the Ninth Circuit vacated the district court decision, 
freeing the agency to abandon its rulemaking.44  The rulemaking remains relevant, however, for 
the record it created of PACE-related issues and stakeholder positions. 
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Part IV – Trends in PACE 
 
Between 2008 and 2010, PACE policies spread rapidly, with numerous states passing enabling 
legislation.45  The FHFA intervention slowed this growth and forced PACE advocates to 
recalibrate PACE in ways that would leverage its potential as a financing mechanism without 
ruffling financial regulators.  At the same time, pilot programs helped to develop the best 
practices and institutional frameworks46 that could support broader scale application of PACE. 
 
These developments have driven at least five programmatic and legislative trends:47 (A) a focus 
on commercial and industrial property; (B) more extensive cross-jurisdictional collaboration; (C) 
greater involvement by third party lenders; (D) increased concern for lender consent; and (E)  the 
expansion of PACE to water conservation improvements.   

Commercial	and	Industrial	Property		
  
In introducing PACE, supporters initially focused on residential properties.48  But the FHFA 
directive and litigation have sharply limited the potential of single-family residential PACE.   
The FHFA could revive residential PACE by reversing its directive but has shown no inclination 
to do so.  Similarly, Congress could override the FHFA.  It has failed to pass PACE bills twice in 
recent years49 but the drumbeat continues, with Brookings recently publishing a report calling for 
federal legislation.50 
  
As far back as 2010, Michigan adopted enabling legislation that authorized only non-residential 
PACE.51  But now, with the FHFA controversy settled and single-family residential PACE 
seemingly stalled indefinitely, programs have turned with a renewed focus toward the 
commercial and industrial sectors, both of which use significant amounts of energy and water.52  
Commercial office buildings, for instance, produce about 20 percent of the country’s annual 
greenhouse gas emissions.53   
 
Tactically, permitting PACE only for commercial, industrial and multi-family property may help 
to insulate PACE politically from associations with the FHFA controversy and preserve the 
continued viability of the PACE programs that do move forward.  And legally, because 
securitization agreements are more standardized and rigid for residential mortgage backed 
securities (RMBS) than for commercial mortgage backed securities (CMBS),54 CMBS 
documents could accommodate PACE encumbrances more readily than RMBS documents 
could.     
 
Nonprofits such as the Carbon War Room55 and the Environmental Defense Fund have identified 
PACE as offering a means of financing the conservation improvements for which market 
preferences and land use regulations are likely to increase demand56 (Studies have found a 
mounting demand for green buildings57 and cities have increasingly incorporated energy and 
water conservation guidelines into their building codes.58)  All told, the Department of Energy 
has cited figures estimating that nationwide there could be $2.5 billion to $7.5 billion worth of 
commercial PACE financing potential per year by 2015.59   
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Not surprisingly, commercial PACE programs have since grown in number and scale.60  In 
March 2011, a study from the Clinton Climate Initiative and Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory identified only four PACE commercial programs and found that they had financed 
$9.7 million worth of improvements.61  Later that year, Barclays and Lockheed Martin 
announced plans to invest as much as $650 million in PACE-financed commercial improvements 
in metropolitan Miami and Sacramento.62   
  
As of February 2013, 16 PACE programs were accepting applications for commercial projects. 
Most had started within the past year,63 including a California coalition of 14 counties and 126 
cities that had launched a commercial PACE program64 and a San Francisco municipal program 
that for its first project initiated the largest-ever PACE commercial financing – $1.6 million 
worth of upgrades to the corporate headquarters of the real estate company ProLogis.65   
 
In Texas, PACE advocates have emphasized the potential business opportunities for lenders to 
deliver a new form of collateral-based financing to the industrial sector.  The state consumes 
more electricity than any other, in part because it is home to a high concentration of energy-
intensive industries, including aluminum, chemicals, forest products, glass, and petroleum 
refining.  According to the Energy Information Administration, industry accounts for almost half 
of the state’s energy use, with the residential sector consuming 14.4 percent and the commercial 
sector 12.6 percent.   
 
Although some states may prefer not to abandon residential PACE,66 the momentum for 
commercial PACE seems likely to grow.  This year, five PACE bills have been filed in state 
legislatures.67  Four of them, in their most current versions, would exclude single-family 
residential properties.68  (Utah, for instance, defines an “energy efficiency upgrade” as an 
“improvement that is permanently affixed to commercial or industrial real property that is 
designed to reduce energy consumption.”)  Because of the parallels between multi-family and 
commercial properties, certain legislation has preserved PACE financing for multi-family 
properties.  As introduced, for instance, S.B. 385 would have authorized PACE for all “privately 
owned property”; the version passed by the state Senate would authorize it for all “privately 
owned commercial or industrial real property or residential real property with five or more 
dwelling units.”       
 

Multi‐Jurisdictional	Collaboration	
 
Increasingly, cities and counties have collaborated to form umbrella PACE organizations.  In 
California, existing joint powers authorities have launched at least two statewide PACE 
programs.69  In Central Florida and South Florida, local governments have banded together to 
form regional PACE programs.70  In 2012, Connecticut amended its PACE statutes to create a 
state commercial PACE program that municipalities could join.71  A bill now pending in the 
Massachusetts legislature would do the same.72   
   
A policy advisor to the Connecticut program described the draw of a statewide program thusly: 
“We are a small state. We have 169 municipalities; we don’t have county government. Getting to 
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scale would have been very difficult if we didn’t have the ability to aggregate at the state and 
local level.”73  Indeed, through coordination, local governments may develop PACE programs 
with broader geographic reach.  They may achieve administrative economies of scale and, thanks 
to their size, obtain better bond ratings and lower interest rates.  And they may provide agencies 
that would otherwise be too small for bond markets74 with a means of accessing municipal 
financing. 

	

Third	Party	Lenders	
 
At the pilot stage, PACE programs generally relied on state and federal grants or bond proceeds.  
Since then, funding techniques have evolved.  At present, there are three widely recognized 
funding models.75  In the first – the warehouse model – local governments or third party 
investors fund programs through credit lines or other sources of internal capital. 76  In the second 
– the pooled bond model – a local government aggregates PACE projects and issues bonds 
sufficient to simultaneously fund all the projects. 77  In the third – the open-market model – the 
borrower obtains third party financing independently.   
 
Although early PACE programs relied on warehouse78 and pooled bond models, the open-market 
model has become increasingly popular.79  The finance director from the Clinton Climate 
Initiative has explained the appeal: “After several years of developing the ‘open market’ PACE 
model, we’re convinced that programs of this type remain one of the most sustainable ways to 
leverage private capital for energy efficiency investments in existing commercial buildings.”80  
New PACE legislation generally authorizes the use of multiple models, including the open 
market model.  
 

Lender	Consent	
 
The most contentious aspect of PACE financing is that it is secured by a senior lien.81  
Originally, PACE proponents viewed this form of security as a selling point rather than as a 
liability.  The District of Columbia PACE statute features a relatively representative lien 
provision: “A lien for an unpaid Special Assessment, including penalty and interest, shall attach 
to the real property in the same manner as, and with a priority immediately junior to, a lien for 
delinquent real property tax.”82  More aggressively, in enabling legislation it enacted in 2010, 
Florida required PACE borrowers to provide mortgage holders or servicers with notice at least 
30 days before contracting for PACE financing but did not require the owner to obtain consent 
and expressly invalidated any provision in any existing or future mortgage or other loan 
agreement that would deem the PACE financing a breach.83 
 
Louisiana’s enabling legislation did require consent for PACE commercial improvements costing 
more than $100,000,84 but it was not until the FHFA made an issue of lien seniority that a 
meaningful number of states began to incorporate lender consent into their PACE statutes.  In 
2011, New Hampshire amended85 its enabling legislation86 – which had merely required lender 
notice – so that PACE liens would respect the priority of private liens and become junior to all 
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existing liens.   Vermont87 and Oklahoma88 went further and amended their PACE statutes to 
subordinate PACE liens junior to all existing liens and to all future mortgage liens.  
 
The shift away from residential to nonresidential financing89 has minimized the need to structure 
PACE programs so that satisfy FHFA requirements.  Still, to avoid similar conflicts over 
commercial mortgages, the PACE legislation introduced this year generally includes lender 
consent requirements.  
 

Water	Conservation		
 
Almost all PACE enabling statutes have focused on energy improvements.  But there is no 
reason that PACE cannot be used for other sorts of improvements.  PACE is modeled after the 
property tax assessments that have traditionally financed public improvements such as roads, 
streetlights, and schools.  PACE is different because it finances improvements on privately 
owned rather than publicly owned property.   
 
Using public finance mechanisms for private-side improvements is not without precedent, 
though.  Massachusetts allows condominium owners to enter into “betterment agreements” with 
local governments to finance septic upgrades.90  California permits county service areas to 
conduct “[g]eologic hazard abatement on public or private property or structures where the board 
of supervisors determines that it is in the public interest to abate geologic hazards.”91  And there 
are ample examples of local governments using municipal bonds to subsidize private enterprises 
intended to promote economic development.92 
 
Still, contractual assessments remain relatively novel, with PACE as their most visible and 
widespread manifestation.  But such mechanisms could be used broadly, to finance any private-
side improvement deemed to serve a public purpose, and PACE is increasingly spreading beyond 
its energy efficient roots.  In Florida, for instance, PACE can be used to hurricane-proof 
properties by financing wind-resistant improvements.93  And more and more, states have chosen 
to channel PACE financing toward water conservation, which faces many of the same market 
barriers as energy efficiency.94 
 
In 2009, California amended its PACE statutes to permit the financing of water conservation 
improvements. 95  In 2010, Wisconsin96 followed suit and Georgia – which was just starting to 
emerge from its worst drought on record97 and had recently lost a water war to neighboring 
states98 – passed enabling legislation99 that authorized PACE water conservation improvements.  
And so far in 2013, four states – Arizona,100 Arkansas,101 Texas, and Utah – have considered 
PACE legislation with water provisions.  In fact, the only PACE bill introduced this year that has 
not included water is from comparatively water-plentiful Massachusetts.102  
    
PACE water has gained the most ground in the West but even there progress until recently has 
been limited.  Of the 17 Western states,103 nine104 have passed PACE enabling legislation.  Until 
this year, however only one of those states – California – had PACE statutes expressly 
authorizing the PACE-financing of water conservation improvements.  Even Colorado, a PACE 
pioneer, does not have a water provision in its statutes.  The same is true of Wyoming, which 
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passed its original enabling legislation after states Wisconsin, California, and Georgia had shown 
the role PACE could play in water conservation.   
 
It is possible that PACE statutes that do not contain express water provisions would nonetheless 
authorize financing for water improvements.  As of this year, Utah105 authorizes PACE-financing 
of “energy efficiency upgrades,” a term that is defined to include “measures to reduce the 
consumption of water, through conservation or more efficient use of water,”106 such as low-flow 
toilets and showerheads, hot water heater timer systems and rain catchment systems.  That Utah 
defines “energy efficiency” broadly enough to include water conservation suggests that energy-
only PACE enabling statutes in other states could perhaps be interpreted to encompass water.  
Given the parallels107 – and the nexus108 – between energy and water, such an interpretation of 
energy efficiency has practical resonance but legally would still be a stretch, considering the 
counterexamples of the states with express water provisions and the illustrative lists of 
authorized energy-specific improvements included in many statutes.   
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Part V – SB 385 and Trends in PACE 
 

For decades, the Texas population has grown rapidly.109  Even during the recent recession, Texas 
suffered less than other states110 and was heralded as an economic miracle.111  But Texas leaders 
have expressed concerns that, unless the state acts, it will not have sufficient resources – 
specifically electricity or water – to sustain growth.  In 2012, the Electric Reliability Council of 
Texas commissioned a study that found the capacity for generating electricity has not kept pace 
with demand.112  News reports warned of the possibility of California-style energy crisis, with 
rolling blackouts and economic disruptions.113  The situation was so rife with uncertainty that 
one state senator rued that “we’re basically rolling the dice here.”114 
 
At the same time, Texas has grappled with the effects of a protracted drought.  In 2010, the state 
entered into a drought that is on course to become the second worst on record.115  The Texas 
Water Development Board has warned that the state is not prepared to meet the water needs of 
an increasing population and that a major drought could cripple its economy.116  The speaker of 
the Texas House of Representatives has fretted about losing businesses to states with more 
secure water supplies.117  Acting on such concerns, the legislature in its current session is 
considering more than 60 water-related bills,118 covering subjects as varied as xeriscaping119 and 
hydraulic fracturing.120  The marquee legislation would establish a $2 billion revolving fund to 
finance water infrastructure.121   
 
S.B. 385 has likewise been touted as an effort to save water.122  In 2009, before the FHFA issued 
its directive, Texas passed PACE enabling legislation, as H.B. 1937.  Even as the American 
Council for an Energy Efficient Economy held out H.B. 1937 as a source of model language,123 
the legislation had shortcomings that prevented PACE programs from developing in Texas.  The 
bill did not grant municipalities bonding authority, leaving them with limited means of 
capitalizing PACE programs.  It restricted the potential scale of PACE in Texas by failing to 
allow public entities other than municipalities – such as counties or river authorities – to operate 
PACE programs.  And it restricted PACE to its original purpose of financing only energy 
improvements.   
 
S.B. 385 would revive PACE.  The bill has attracted broad-based support.  Environmental 
nonprofits like the Nature Conservancy and the Environmental Defense Fund that have backed 
PACE elsewhere have registered their support of SB 385.124  So have prospective industrial 
borrowers like Dow Chemical125 and Dixie Chemical126 and trade groups such as the Texas 
Association of Business.127  Perhaps most impressively, the bill has found support from the same 
sort of financial and real estate industry stakeholders who had voiced concerns about PACE 
during the aborted FHFA rulemaking.128   
 
As S.B. 385 winds through the legislative process and is implemented – and ultimately comes to 
serve as a model for other states129 – five key features of the bill warrant particular attention: (A) 
the types of property owners that would be eligible to participate in PACE programs; (B) the 
jurisdictions that could operate PACE programs; (C) the potential involvement of third party 
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lenders; (D) the provisions that would help to regulate the investment of public funds or credit in 
privately owned property; and (E) the requirement for lender consent; and (F) the underwriting 
standards intended to reduce risks to both lenders and borrowers. 
 

Eligible	Participants	
 
H.B. 1937 broadly authorized PACE financings on “residential, commercial, industrial, or other 
real property.”130  S.B. 385 would sharply circumscribe the pool of potential borrowers.  It would 
permit local governments to enter into contractual assessments with “record owns of real 
property” but it defines “real property” as “privately owned commercial or industrial real 
property or residential real property with five or more dwelling units.”  This definition excludes 
the single-family properties that fall within the ambit of FHFA regulations and ensures that 
PACE financing will remain available for commercial and industrial sectors, which offer 
tremendous opportunities for energy and water savings.   
 
By restricting PACE to “privately owned” property, S.B. 385 prevents local governments from 
using PACE programs to lend to themselves.  Governments at all levels have extensive real 
estate holdings that would benefit from conservation improvements.  In many instances, state 
and federal laws have established more stringent conservation standards for government 
buildings than for private buildings.131  In this legislative session, for instance, State Rep. Chris 
Turner has introduced H.B. 1854, which would allocate $250 million to the Texas Facilities 
Commission to make state buildings more energy and water efficient.  
 
But the distinction between public and private buildings may not always be clear.  The General 
Land Office, for instance, runs a program that identifies underused state-owned properties.132  
Frequently, the state leases these properties.  The leases may be long-term but, because the state 
remains the owner of record, the properties could not participate in PACE programs.   
 

Jurisdictions	
 
Existing Texas PACE statutes allow municipalities but not other types of government agencies to 
enter into contractual assessments.  S.B. 385 would amend the statutes to allow both 
municipalities and counties – an important step in opening up PACE financing to property 
owners that live in unincorporated areas.  Additionally, the bill would permit local governments 
jointly operate PACE programs.   
 

Funding	Models	
 
Under H.B.1937, as in most early PACE programs, only local governments acted as lenders.  
The bill failed, however, to give local governments the authority to issue municipal bonds to 
fund their PACE programs.  S.B. 385 would grant this authority while also allowing programs to 
follow the open market model.  The open market model could save PACE jurisdictions the 
administrative and financial costs of serving as lenders.  The Texas Association of Business has 
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written to the state Senate Committee on Intergovernmental Relations, for instance, to tout that 
unlike alternative funding mechanisms such as tax credits or financial incentives, PACE “puts no 
public funds at risk.”    
 
At the same, PACE could free borrowers to shop among potential lenders for those offering the 
most attractive terms.  And it could give lenders an opportunity to cultivate a new line of 
business in PACE loans.   Mortgage lenders might be more likely to consent to a PACE lien if 
also providing the PACE loan, for instance; and lenders could expand their collateral-based 
financing beyond their traditional mortgage businesses, particularly by delivering debt to the 
industrial sector.  
 

Public	Purpose	
 
Most state constitutions include so-called gift clauses; in the Texas constitution, the clause is 
found at Article III, Section 52(a), and provides in relevant part: “Except as otherwise provided 
by this section, the Legislature shall have no power to authorize any county, city, town or other 
political corporation or subdivision of the State to lend its credit or to grant public money or 
thing of value in aid of, or to any individual, association or corporation whatsoever, or to become 
a stockholder in such corporation, association or company.”133  The clause is intended to prevent 
“gratuitous” gifts of public assets.134   
 
The warehouse and pooled bond models of PACE channel public funds or at least public credit 
toward improvements on privately owned property, and even the open market model relies upon 
the public tax apparatuses to service loans.  PACE financing thus comes closer to violating gift 
clauses than conventional assessments used to finance publicly owned improvements.     
 
In interpreting the gift clause, courts have formulated a test requiring that an expenditure serves a 
public purpose.  Courts have generally deferred to legislation determinations of what constitutes 
a public purpose.  To avoid adverse judicial findings, however, Texas has added amendments to 
the state constitution expressly declaring that certain expenditures that could be seen as sitting on 
the wrong side of the gift clause do serve a public purpose. 
 
This legislative session, State Representative Allan Ritter has introduced a joint resolution that, if 
passed, would ask voters in the next general election whether to amend the Texas constitution by 
carving out an exception to the gift clause for private-side water conservation improvements.135  
The resolution applies only to water conservation – not to energy efficiency or onsite 
renewables.  While it would help reduce the litigation exposure for PACE programs and 
eliminate the risk that a court might find bond-financing private-side improvements violates the 
gift clause, it is not strictly necessary. 
 
An existing gift clause carveout allows public expenditures to be put toward economic 
development.136  In their enabling legislation, several states have included declarations that 
PACE serves a public purpose by reducing environmental impacts and promoting economic 
development.  The Oregon legislation identifies “stimulat[ing] job growth” as a goal of PACE.137  
More thoroughly, the Colorado legislation states: “The commitment of a significant amount of 
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sustainable funding for increased construction of new energy improvements will create jobs and 
stimulate the economy: (A) by directly creating jobs for contractors and other persons who 
complete new energy improvements; and (B) by reinforcing the leadership role of the state in the 
new energy economy and thereby attracting new energy manufacturing facilities and related jobs 
to the state.”138  PACE enabling legislation recently passed in Arkansas puts even greater 
emphasis on economic development; the legislation is titled “An Act to Create Jobs, Retain 
Wealth, and Grow Arkansas’ Economy by Enabling Property Assessed Clean Energy 
Financing.”139   
 
Though the precise economic impact may be difficult to quantify, PACE improvements would 
collectively spur economic development.  The expenditures would not have the singular scale of 
big-ticket economic development projects like new factories or corporate headquarters that 
public expenditures have traditionally been used to entice.  Still, the expenditures would in a 
general sense drive economic activity just as any other spending would.  And perhaps less 
directly but more significantly, PACE improvements would in the aggregate act as an investment 
in infrastructure that promotes long-term economic development by helping the state obtain 
energy and water security.140 
 
Even assuming PACE was deemed not to promote economic development, however, PACE 
programs would probably prove constitutional141 in Texas if structured to include a few key 
features.  In a 2007 opinion, the Texas Attorney General found that a public improvement district 
could use public funds to construct a seawall on privately owned property in Port Isabel.142  
There is a critical distinction between the seawall in the attorney general opinion and a PACE 
improvement: the local government was paying outright for seawall rather than merely lending 
the upfront financing, as would be the case under PACE.  Nevertheless, the opinion provides 
guidance.   
 
The attorney general explained that the gift clause permits expenditures that “incidentally” 
benefit private parties so long as three requirements are met.143  First, the primary aim of the 
expenditure must be to benefit a public purpose rather than private parties.  Second, the public 
entity making the expenditure must “retain sufficient control over the transaction to ensure that 
the public purpose is accomplished and to protect the public’s investment in it.”144  Third, the 
public must actually receive a benefit in return for the expenditure.   
 
S.B. 385 § 399.115(d) finds that PACE bonds would further seven public purposes: “(1) 
improvement of the reliability of the state electrical system; (2) conservation of state water 
resources consistent with the state water plan; (3) reduction of energy costs; (4) economic 
stimulation and development; (5) enhancement of property values; (6) enhancement of 
employment opportunities; and (7) reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.”  Additionally, the 
bill permits local governments to make public purpose findings.145  Given the deference courts 
show toward legislative determinations of public purpose, and the many such determinations that 
other states and local governments have made, PACE programs in Texas could probably pull 
from such proven determinations to satisfy the public benefit factor. 146       
 
As for the second factor, S.B. 385 includes several provisions that together provide PACE 
programs with “sufficient control” over PACE-financed improvements to protect public 
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investments and ensure that they are not altered or removed.  Most basically, the improvements 
must be permanently affixed.  And S.B. 385, requires local governments to conduct baseline 
reviews for all proposed improvements.147  Once improvements are installed, local governments 
must obtain “verification” that the improvements are operating properly.148   
 
Finally, the public must receive the intended benefit.  To guard against performance risk, 
programs may incorporate quality-control mechanisms, such as requiring borrowers hire pre-
approved contractors or install only improvements that have been shown to meet certain 
performance standards.149  The programs may obtain baseline audits prior to installation and then 
subsequent performance audits to confirm that an improvement is achieving its intended result.  
And borrowers may obtain – out of their own interest or at the request of lenders –insurance.  
Insurance policies may protect against improvements that fail to perform as expected or against 
externalities such as falling prices that cause the monetary savings achieved by the 
improvements to be less than expected.150 
 

Lien	
 
SB 385 dodges most of the lien-related issues in two ways.  First, it does not authorize PACE 
financing for single-family dwellings. Second, it would require that a property owner notify a 
mortgage holder and obtain written consent before taking on PACE debt.151  This requirement is 
in keeping with the generally stricter lender-consent requirements in commercial mortgages152 
and would ensure that mortgage holders approve of any increased risks they could face as a 
result of the PACE debt.  But that is not to imply that the mortgage holders would not benefit 
from PACE: according to PACE proponents, financed improvements could increase the values 
of underlying properties to a degree153 that compensates for increased risk; and mortgage holders 
could find markets for themselves as PACE lenders.  
 

Underwriting	Criteria	
 
To mitigate lender concerns, PACE programs have standardized and strengthened underwriting 
criteria. 154  PACE is distinct from traditional personal finance in that the debt runs with the 
property and not with the property owner.  An initial property owner who would satisfy assorted 
creditworthiness conditions may be succeeded by a subsequent property owner who would not 
satisfy those conditions (though if a subsequent property owner sought a mortgage, the 
mortgagee would have upfront knowledge of the PACE lien and could negotiate mortgage terms 
accordingly).  Nonetheless, to reduce lender risk, PACE programs often establish underwriting 
criteria as to the property owners who originally enter into PACE agreements. 
 
To that end, S.B.385 requires that a PACE program establish “a method… for ensuring that 
property owners requesting to participate in the program demonstrate the financial ability to 
fulfill financial obligations to be repaid through contractual assessments.”155  The legislation sets 
forth three non-exclusive criteria that a would-be borrower must meet, including that borrower 
owns the property to be improved, is current on mortgage and property tax payments and is not 
insolvent or in bankruptcy proceedings.156  Additionally, the legislation directs a PACE program 
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to require “an appropriate ratio of the amount of the assessment to the assessed value of the 
property.”157  
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Appendix A: PACE by State158 
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1 For a general overview of PACE, see U.S. DEP’T OF ENERGY, ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND RENEWABLE ENERGY, 
Solution Center: Property-Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Programs, 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/solutioncenter/financialproducts/PACE.html (last updated Apr. 3, 2013).  
2 PACE had its origins in a California regional planning document.  ASSOCIATION OF MONTEREY BAY AREA 

GOVERNMENTS, MONTEREY BAY REGIONAL ENERGY PLAN 1 (2006), available at 
http://www.ccag.ca.gov/pdf/USTF/docs/AMBAGPartIFINAL11April06.pdf.  Berkeley, California, deployed the 
first PACE program, using $336,550 in bond proceeds to finance solar photovoltaic installations on residential 
property. CITY OF BERKELEY, OFFICE OF ENERGY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, BERKELEY FIRST FINAL 

EVALUATION 1 (Nov. 2010), available at 
http://www.ci.berkeley.ca.us/uploadedFiles/Planning_and_Development/Level_3_-
_Energy_and_Sustainable_Development/Berkeley%20FIRST%20Final%20Evaluation%20current.pdf.  
3 The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 allocated $80 billion to assorted energy and environmental 
projects, including $49.6 million for an Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program. American 
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Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Pub. L. No. 111-5, 123 Stat. 115. See also, Cal. ex rel. Harris v. Fed. 
Housing Fin. Agency, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 112442, 10-11 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 9, 2012) 
4 See WHITE HOUSE MIDDLE CLASS TASK FORCE AND WHITE HOUSE COUNCIL ON ENVTL. QUALITY, RECOVERY 

THROUGH RETROFIT, (October 2009), available at 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/assets/documents/Recovery_Through_Retrofit_Final_Report.pdf. 
5 PACE literature varyingly describes the lien as “senior lien,” “first lien” or “priority lien.”  All terms mean “having 
or taking a lien-priority interest ahead of or senior to a first mortgage on the same property, or otherwise 
subordinating the security interest of the holder of a first mortgage to that of another financial obligation secured by 
the property.”  Enterprise Underwriting Standards, 77 Fed. Reg. 36086, 36110 (proposed June 15, 2012) (to be 
codified at 12 CFR pt. 1254). 
6 See H.R. 5766, 111th Cong. (2010), available at http://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/111/hr5766; H.R. 2599, 
112th Congress (2011), available at http://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/hr2599. 
7 Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 551-59, 701-06, 1305, 3105, 3344, 5372, 7521 (2012).  For a 
discussion of the legal challenge, see infra Part II.  
8 Currently, across the United States, there are 12 operational PACE programs, with more in development.  
PACENow, List of PACE Programs, http://pacenow.org/resources/all-programs (last visited Apr. 10, 2013).  
9 See KENNETH GILLINGHAM & KAREN PALMER, RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE, BRIDGING THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

GAP: INSIGHTS FOR POLICY FROM ECONOMIC THEORY AND EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 6-7 (January 2013), available at 
http://www.rff.org/RFF/Documents/RFF-DP-13-02.pdf; HANNAH CHOI GRANADE ET AL, MCKINSEY GLOBAL 

ENERGY AND MATERIALS, UNLOCKING ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN THE U.S. ECONOMY ix (July 2009), available at 
http://www.mckinsey.com/client_service/electric_power_and_natural_gas/latest_thinking/unlocking_energy_efficie
ncy_in_the_us_economy. 
10 E.g., Lender Letter from Fannie Mae to All Fannie Mae Single-Family Sellers and Servicers, re: Property 
Assessed Clean Energy Loans, May 5, 2010, available at 
https://www.fanniemae.com/content/announcement/ll1006.pdf; Letter from Patricia J. McClung, V.P. of Offerings 
Mgmt., Freddie Mac, to Freddie Mac Seller/Servicers, re: First Lien Mortgages and Energy Efficient Loans, May 5, 
2010, available at http://www.freddiemac.com/sell/guide/bulletins/pdf/iltr050510.pdf. 
11 FED. HOUS. FIN. AGENCY, STATEMENT ON CERTAIN ENERGY RETROFIT LOAN PROGRAMS (July 6, 2010), available 
at http://www.fhfa.gov/webfiles/15884/PACESTMT7610.pdf.   
12 For an explanation of GSEs, see GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED ENTERPRISES, WHITE HOUSE BUDGET FOR FISCAL 

YEAR 2013, available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/budget/fy2013/assets/gov.pdf. 
13 FED. HOUS. FIN. AGENCY, supra, note 11 at 1.  
14 Id. at 1-2.  
15 Id. at 2.  
16 Office of Comptroller of the Currency, Supervisory Guidance, OCC 2010-25, to Chief Executive Officers of All 
National Banks, Department and Division Heads, and All Examining Personnel, re: Property Assessed Clean Energy 
(PACE) Programs (July 6, 2010), available at http://www.occ.gov/news-issuances/bulletins/2010/bulletin-2010-
25.html. 
17 Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Financial Institution Letter, FIL-37-2010, Alert on FHFA Statement 
Relative to Concern with Certain Energy Lending Programs (July 6, 2010), available at 
http://www.fdic.gov/news/news/financial/2010/fil10037.pdf. 
18 National Credit Union Administration, Regulatory Alert to All Federally-Insured Credit Unions, re: Potential 
Risks of Property Assessed Clean Energy Loans, (July 6, 2010), available at 
http://www.ncua.gov/Legal/Pages/RA2010-10.aspx. 
19 The State of California, the City of Palm Desert, the Sierra Club, and Sonoma and Placer counties filed lawsuits 
that the court dispensed with in a single opinion, Cal. ex rel. Harris v. Fed. Housing Fin. Agency, 2012 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 112442 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 9, 2012), vacated, 2013 U.S. App. LEXIS 5372 (9th Cir. Mar. 19, 2013).  
20 Town of Babylon v. Fed. Hous. Fin. Agency, 790 F. Supp. 2d 47 (E.D.N.Y. 2011) and NRDC, Inc. v. Fed. Hous. 
Fin. Agency, 815 F. Supp. 2d 630 (S.D.N.Y. 2011).  The Second Circuit heard appeals in tandem and upheld both 
cases.  Town of Babylon v. Fed. Hous. Fin. Agency, 699 F.3d 221 (2d Cir. 2012). 
21 Leon Cnty v. Fed. Hous. Fin. Agency, 816 F. Supp. 2d 1205 (N.D. Fla. 2011).  
22 Cal. ex rel. Harris, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 112442, at *6.   
23 Id. at * 30-32. 
24 Pub. L.110-289, 122 Stat. 2654. 
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25 12 U.S.C. §§ 4511(b), 4513(b), 4513(a)(1)(A), 4513(a)(1)(B)(i)-(v) (2012).  
26 As conservator, the FHFA succeeds to “all rights, titles, powers, and privileges of the regulated entity” and may 
take actions “necessary to put the regulated entity in a sound and solvent condition.”12 U.S.C. §§ 4617(b)(2)(A), 
(b)(2)(D)(i)-(ii) (2012).  
27 12 U.S.C. § 4617. 
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42 Id. at 36107 
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